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INTRODUCTION
Governance is a little-understood feature of democracy where the usual emphases are on political
lies, broken promises, biassed journalism and obvious corruption. Two main factors bore on the
way coronavirus was managed around the world: division of functions, resources and values
between the Capitol and States; and systemic integrity, whether conflicted, or professional and
independent. The focus should always be, but rarely is, on achieving democratically-determined
outcomes which are positive, fair, lower-risk and faster to achieve.
2019–20 gave two dreadful shocks: climate change is increasing the frequency and intensity of
bushfires and flooding, and coronavirus strained governmental capacities beyond breaking point.
Australia was looking for real solutions and all we got were rivers of lies and increasing revelations
of corrupt rorting and gifting to corporates. That mood fuelled the May 21 election in 2022.
There are new Labor masters in the major portfolios but Morrison’s malevolence is still seen in the
covid, bushfires, budget and integrity failures. That cannot be surprising it is still built-into Federal
structures and processes – the Summit suppressed all pre-advised “critical issues”. SUPPRESSION is
Kennedy’s signature.
The “National Cabinet”, which was a pretend term for a Kitchen Cabinet, was created for
somewhat decent reasons on the part of the states and territories, but followed Trump’s line of
foisting Capitol responsibility on the States but then abusing them. Here it was worse – the Labor
States and Territories had clearly outperformed most international comparators, which infuriated
Morrison and Berejiklian and their News and ABC dog-whistlers.
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The role was to be servitude and Morrison wasted a year and more on scheming and screaming
instead of on positive planning. Fatigue has set in and we still have no idea how to reduce longterm Covid and bushfire risks. Or do we? Many would ask how a National Council might improve
national performance? The “leaders” suppress the solutions in the way car manufacturers
suppressed cleaner air innovations. Most observers have not worked in better-and-lessor
organisations and reformed them. Even independent members of parliament have not been able to
seriously ponder the dimensions of the opportunity é.
There is a full governance report (incorporated in “RIGHTEOUS BLAME”) which outlines detailed
proposals which meet OECD and IMF protocols where the Governments’ arrangements do not.
This new document focuses on the 2022 Budget cycle as it, like the four preceding it, is not
meeting the challenges of the day as did Keating’s and Beattie’s, in fact the acts of “suppression”
are characteristic of Morrison’s whose influences need to be hosed away. A stronger “National
Council” might achieve major reforms if properly implemented.
That is against a record which says “we cannot afford to do nothing” ~
2008 to 2012/3

2015 to 2019

2019 - 2022

2022

Budgets for Needs ➢ Gifting to Family & Friends ➢ Gifting & Rorting ➢ Budgeting to avoid criticism ➢
Budgets

Strong inheritance but
GFC stressed all govts. iA
set up as gifting contra
to Tanner. Baird/
Gaetjens distorted NSW
Budget Funds, probity ✕

Truss (Nats) further
subjugated iA, pushed
Inland Rail w/o merit,
Berejiklian 2017 Budget
hidden nasty – debt will
harm Health/Education

Chaos re compens’n for
fire victims, water
bomber malice, corona
responses & stimuli,
sloppy amounts/debt re
Budget blow-outs.
Climate lies ✗, OECD ✓

Election campaigns
ignored corona and
climate Budget options
& better outcomes.
Labor pro-2030 targets
but wants more carbon
projects. No “repair”

Ethics /
Probity

2008 Baird stole Nth
Beaches BRT scheme,
Berejiklian promised no
metros but in 6/12 lied >
chaos over tunnels,
forced changes, crowd
overloadings at
Chatswood, crisisthinking into expensive
band aids, Albo/iA weak
in response, Berejiklian
progressively destroyed
Goanna (“best idea in
100 yrs”) & port
planning

Turnbull lied re “bust
congestion”, Kennedy
WS City Deal damage (c
$400 b), he suppressed
2015-6 Budget reform re
climate /demographic
changes, Parra tram gift
to Mrs Turnbul who
wrecked housing
affordability. Berejiklian
malice to tram-inflicted
communities. Cruel
forced RG homelessness
re denied payment for
plagiarisms

Morrison mayhem, stole
RG “public affairs”
reports, bushfire &
corona erraticism,
panicked over
Budget/MYEFO, Kennedy
refused Budget reform
and confused corona
economics, ALP wrongly
endorsed WS Metros
which damage freight,
transit & employment
re-balancing/reducing
congestion. Albanese
appeased Morrison over
6 critical aspects

Labor suppressed
Budget reform,
continued loose corona
thinking, all misled by
Kennedy. Suppressed
community resilience in
face of professional
angst over loss of
direction in corona
programs. ALP + LNP
refuse ethical treatment
of plagiarism even
though Albanese
promised integrity
including “end shameful
tolerance of
corruption”.

Future
Avoid Budget Reform
Chalmers rejects Budget
reform re climate &
demographic
responsiveness/ reduce
waste & corruption. 2 CEOs
kept on despite poor
performances. Tried to cut
preventatives ✘
No reform to corona and
Budget, Economic
Update / Summit lacked
punch of Newcastle fast
& effective results,
Kennedy designed
Summit to suppress
corona/climate
economics, ethics and
OECD’s reduce
waste/debt to focus
hard on new economy
challenges. Very
unhappy prospects for
2022 Budget which
already has LNP-type
delays
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The National Council Composition & Roles
Morrison had no “plan” and Labor did not develop one before May, therefore the ongoing Covid
crisis has not been properly handled. There are additional dimensions that few have thought of
such as Covid stimulus is the same as carbon mitigation stimulus, in the Newcastle reality (which
neither LNP not Labor understand). Morrison malevolence is seen in the following context.
A primary OECD quote hit the
nub of the problem: Þ

Psycho-conservative ~ Trump = Johnson = Morrison
Ø Destroying policy integrity

Reviewing all government
expenditure will be necessary
to ensure adequate spending on
high-priority areas and people,
and enhance growth without
threatening debt sustainability.

Isolate Office
from
"experts"

•Psychology
pre-condition
•Make mistakes

Resent
criticism

• Vanquish & torture
victims

•Counterattack
with abuse & lies

Organise
defence

Starting a review of public
expenditures early is important
because reallocation of
spending towards priority areas
is usually gradual.

•Recruit political &
media allies & "dog
whistle" distractions

Reject
"repair"

•Distort Budgets
& reviews

Reward
corruption

•Political
appointments
•Media egos
•Sack
guardians

The failure to properly manage the medical and economic responses to Covid reflects the
malevolence; which has to be “repaired”, say through the National Council.

PM appeased PM in 6
Critical Matters
including Cruelty &
Malice
Chalmers adopted
Frydenberg Non-Repair
Gifting & Kennedy,
Refused Better Ideas &
Integrity

Save the
Children, Salvos

National Co-operative
Re-Planning Template
to adjust to Climate
Mitigation, Demographic & Waste/
Corruption “NEEDS”

Brain & Cancer
Research

Reducing Fire &
Flood Risks

12 Weeks Inaction, Five
requests to PM for
Urgent Mediation, all
unanswered

The Method is
consistent with the
Legitimacy of MYEFO &
Charter of Budget
Honesty

National
Remember
Forgotten Heroes

14 Years of Thievery, 8
Years of Homelessness,
62 Days of Antibiotics,
Urgent Hospitalisation
with 3 Near-Fatal
Conditions, Chalmers
did not care

The quantum of
compensation is within
the NSW Contribution
The Benefits of NationBuilding Better Ideas
are Massive across
Many Functions
including Bushfire Risk,
Closing the Gap,
Integrity & Care-for-the
Community

Case to Sack Kennedy, Move Chalmers to Arts
and Accelerate Integrity / Anti-Corruption

Infrastructure Australia (iA) was meant to fill some of the gaps but has deteriorated to the extent
it has been criticised by Grattan, auditors, me in forensic detail and recently Minister King. It will
not be a real actor unless the Government adopts that “Value Proposition” which Kennedy has
been suppressing, with extreme prejudice, since 2015.
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In November 2021 I published a guide on matters in disarray and on solutions, pointed to Stephen
Kennedy, head of Treasury as he still is (this gives a guide to the potential of the National Council):
The PM has rejected a new template for on-ground medical and economic balancing, having
decried early hospitalising of cases. We are entitled to suppose that fewer disease effects
would have been caused had early hospitalisation been enforced, which was the medical
advice. Further, that dithering cost millions of jobs and puts more pressure on the next
generations which are already facing walls of debt. J’accuse !
Labor meekly accepted. Both sides’ rejection and contradiction of OECD and IMF guidelines was
seemingly unconscious but could have been psychotic fear of being exposed for stimulus failure.
There had been no “plan” and this was my idea, then as now, this should have been the situation:

Positive measures

Degree of
Stimulation

•

$20 billion commitment to SMEs

•

Youth employment

•

Reversal of debt obsession under duress

•

Tax cuts

•

Lie abt SME support – malice re food &
accommodation, arts & recreation, education
& others as in OECD

•

Corruption of National Cabinet

•

Rejection of great ideas including Goanna
Transit Bridge, Bondi Beach & Syd Uni
expressnets, and Local Govt revitalisation

•

Continuation of catastrophic NSW mistakes

Negative & wasteful
measures

Ethical & Moral Failures
• Theft of i deas being used
• Misogyny & abuse
• Breaches of c odes &
protocols inc luding
lobbyist conflic ts

Ø Rozelle congestion entanglement & Nthn
Beaches impossible tollway
Ø Metros’ intrinsic capacity strangulation
which is unsustainable – must be paused
& re-planned via strategic process

The sequence of the argument is ~ the 2017-19 contexts is a base of analysis, as an important OECD
and IMF theme is to repair negativities including the $100 billion over 10 years; followed by the
intermediate challenges of rorts, fires and coronavirus; then the 2020 “repair” proposals. Process,
planning, leadership, management and other elements follow the “repair” so as to provide ready
explanations of practical ways forward.
“Stimulus” is up to 2 years hence but building onwards. Everything that could go wrong, has – in
unbelievable ways. THIS IS NOT A HAPPY STORY.

I managed to wipe out the carbon-crazy National Covid Coordination Commission and its Nev Power
and published on better ideas for the National Cabinet on several occasions as it went through its
silo-thinking. Here is the outcome:
NAME

•

NATIONAL COVID COUNCIL

COMPOSITION

•

PM + Attorney-General + Minister for LG or equivalent

•

Premiers and Chief Ministers

•

President of AMA

•

President of Pharmacy Guild

•

Head of healthcare workers unions or their nomination of one
o Independent of Treasurer and Minister for Health (can be
Observers) etc
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KEY TASKS

POWERS

TRANSPARENCY

RESOURCES
SUPPORT

•

Advocate to Government and the community with the credibility of
transparent powers

•

Co-ordination of Covid and related medical protocols across Australia
including balanced preventative / responsive services to achieve best
outcomes

•

Monitor and publicly advise on quarantine arrangements and practices

•

Compel production and collation/reporting of data on vaccine and PPE
stocks

•

Review and compel balanced arrangements for border closures in line with
medical advice and own assessments

•

Monitor and publicly advise on clinic and hospital resourcing and planning

•

To compel the provision of required data and reports

•

To report on financial and medical planning matters including an integrated
budget planning and QA cycle

•

To chair and participate in Council-approved sub-committees, task forces
and study groups

•

Annual Report

•

Meetings to be video-accessible on-line as in LG

•

Minutes and monthly updates to be published

•

FOI to be assumed by Health

•

Health and special regulatory instruments

•

Firm long-term financial allocations

•

Director – 3-year secondment

•

Under contract/rotation
o Community manager
o General economics manager
o Health economics manager
o Health historian
o Health engineer

LOCATION

•

Administration support from Health

•

Mutually convenient and accessible e.g. Albury

PMs Morrison and Albanese - turning Malice into Leadership, maybe
The National Cabinet was born in March 2020, in the fervid imagination of laissez-faire PM Scott
Morrison, as a way to mute Premiers and Chief Ministers who were pushing for faster and more
effective action on the deadly waves of Coronavirus that were sweeping in from the North.
PM Albanese was elected on 21 May and varied in his path. The above graphic summarises that but
the effects of his appeasement of Morrison’s criminally-negligent mistakes follow.
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Morrison got a journalistic soft-shoe treatment. The main proprietors including the public
broadcaster were rabid in the direction foisted on the world by Rupert Murdoch. Mapping of
“needs” and analyses through the SWOT matrix became forgotten skills in Canberra and Sydney
which is a technical impediment to be added to their methodological and moral failures. All are
redressed here.
National Cabinet’s objectives were unclear,
its powers non-existent, and its constitution
fraught with potential for unresolved conflict
especially around the politically-fused
mavericks, the PM and Berejiklian.
It was never a sustainable model and after
more than two years, this is my judgement
on its systemic failures
Ü
The Business & Skills Summit produced a wave of enthusiasm around issues that were generic and
should have been addressed immediately after 21 May. Before, Treasury had directed Budget cuts
to medical precautions while maintaining subsidies to carbon corporates; and since to minimising
social support payment adjustments to insignificance compared with needs.
Earlier, in October 2009, reflecting the “NSW Disease”, the SMH editorialised on Labor’s psychopolitical obsession with Metromania:
For the Rees Government, heir to a decade's dithering over transport by its predecessors,
more dithering is political death. Giving up on the CBD metro is akin to Stalin abandoning
Stalingrad to the Wehrmacht - completely, utterly, absolutely unthinkable. Everything must
be sacrificed to it ..."
As Mark Rosenberg of Balanced Curve puts the dominant “Club’s groupthink’” –
When cohesive groups are making decisions there is a psychological drive for consensus that
suppresses disagreement and prevents the investigation of alternatives. It tends to corrupt a
team’s decision making ... (while) success can generate a hubris that is intolerant to all outside
opinion, and the team’s thinking becomes divorced from reality. The first-line protection
against groupthink is (implementing)... constructive conflict.
ResPublica’s brilliant book on revitalising democracy, “Civic Limits”, had this unmissable message:
When organisations and individuals are faced with pressures, they have two basic choices:
1) to transcend the difficulty and explore new possibilities, or 2) to regress to a previous
level of concern with a smaller horizon. While we would like to think that the response
from the majority would be the former, in many circumstances, it is more likely to be the
latter.
Unfortunately, as we feel pressured, we end up tending to look after ‘us and ours’,
prioritising the lower tiers of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs.
This is a key challenge as we go forward and there is a very real danger that if we simply
accelerate civic involvement through traditional approaches to community organising or
consultation, we will create an army of people who will use involvement simply as a means
of blocking change. E-petitions, as (explained previously), are a good example of how some
methods of involvement can channel civic energy into blocking change rather than
galvanising it.
7

We will therefore have to be exceptionally creative in designing the community organising
strategies which are able to plug into people’s higher ideas and values as opposed to
individual fears. We will need to explicitly seek to minimise regression and reaction and
maximise the willingness and ability for empathic action.
An enveloping crypto-political truth came from Professor George Williams, then Professor of Law
at the University of NSW:
A lack of enforceable rules and an absence of other accountability measures means that
political parties are prone to develop into individual fiefdoms. Key figures have been able
to distribute power through patronage networks in return for favours.
Labor’s current conundrum is illustrated in this graphic – sometime before May they decided to
continue with Morrison’s Kennedy and are now left with a growing gap between ideology and
reality:

Choosing between “Integrity” and “Shameful tolerance of corruption”
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(Loss of) align budgets to Covid, climate mitigation, social safety

Reforms in Health, Environment, Justice Families
Open doors to external diplomacy
Continue carbon disparities
Kennedy in Treasury
Perpetuate Malevolencee, close doors to fairness
Ec Update > Summit Davis in PM&C Petty cuts to health preventatives,
pension increases
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Budget based on Morrison
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In trans-cultural terms:
CORRUPTION
Malevolence Narcissistic Balanced Beneficient Leader to
Manipulative
Glory
Hubris

Evil / Deep
psychosis
LNP

Morrison

Frydenberg

Turnbulls

Kennedy Bairdijiklian Dutton

NATS
ALP
ALBANESE
CONTINUITY
Evil
Malevolent
Narcissistic
Balanced
Beneficient
Leader

A
A
a
a
a
a

Askin

Truss / Joyce
Obeid Macdonald

Greiner
Fahey

McCormack

Chalmers/Iemma / Rees

Bruxner

Fischer

Unsworth Wran
Albanese Keating Hawke

BUDGET

Improvement not contemplated

BUDGET ADVICE

Kennedy malevolence to RG

CLIMATE & INFRASTRUCTURE

Bowen leadership

INFRASTRUCTURE ADVICE

Ignoring Newcastle NSIP

HUMAN RIGHTS & INTEGRITY

Patchy: decisive Vs targeted cruel

INTEGRITY

Plagiarism extended fm LNP ‘08
Albanese
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It is an unhappy thought but the modus operandi of the LNP has continued into the National
Cabinet meetings under the new government, with the PM going into his first meeting determined
to release their minutes and coming out ashen-faced and tongue-tied.
There have been serious books published about the erratic and capricious management styles of
various leaders, here is the cultural map which leads to the conclusion that important matters of
health and economics require a better balancing and higher levels of skills and experience than
rotted the Covid response from the beginning.
2022 was much the same. Clear written advices were published in my books and websites on rebalancing past mistakes, waste and corruption, with reducing debt and increasing certainty and
resourcing of climate, corona, integrity and social support – none new, all in OECD guidances, all
verboten.
Setting the context for the counterpoint proposal, this is an helicopter perspective on 30 months of
experience:
The National COVID-19 Coordination Commission smacked of the Gaetjens secret report on the
rorts – it is advisory to the team that made the errors and was micro-managed by Gaetjens to
whom it reported as a unit of Prime Minister’s and Cabinet. It is a misnomer: it is a committee, not
a commission. It has no statutory abilities or independence. In the four Acts of Parliament
available on legislation.gov.au, there is no Appropriation for it. It is essentially defunct, leaving
Australia without a “coronacrisis recovery agency”.
"Malenomics" is a term I invented to describe the degradation of Australian probity and due
diligence protocols. It is a zone where the proper principles of economics are discarded and the
power elite's meritocracy imposes hidden tests and processes which bear no relationship to
economic, social and environmental improvement parameters as developed, for example, by Sir Rod
Eddington in London and Melbourne. Malenomics correlates with the hidden world of Pharma
cartels and HK long-term, intra-corporate manoeuvrings, and multi-layered non-decisionmaking
cultures. It also reflects the NSW malevolence.
Only COVID-19 brought the leaders together and the PMs still wander off, making Budget and
operational decisions with Treasury, remote from the professionals. NSW is a brat: Perrottet said
he’d trot to Canberra when Baird and Berejiklian announced their “next priorities” in October ’16,
over illegitimate and damaging projects; then in late October ’19, said he “demanded the Morrison
government "cough up" much-needed funding for Sydney's new $20 billion Metro West rail line,
(taking) a swipe at his Coalition counterparts in Canberra for their reluctance to stump up for the new
metro rail line”. Canberra has not got on top of Sydney since Iemma and Rees careered out of
control during iA early years. (Sydney’s and Melbourne’s macro-obsessions are coming to an end.)
National Cabinet’s Minutes were closed to the community which seemed strange as Minutes do not
show more than the committee wants. That caused political angst and should be reversed in the
manner of local authorities and SOC boards, with conditioned barriers/restrictions say on personnel
matters and property dealings.
Spectacular personality clashes occurred between the border laissez-faire pro-corporate PM and
Berejiklian, and Premiers and Chief Ministers who gave initial priority to community protection. That
they are now weary of slogging it out without support needs to be assessed in the light of better
arrangements for a “National Covid Council”.
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The way that series of “projects” evolved typifies the chaotic and wasteful consequences of making
“decisions” recommended by Party goons behind closed doors, using taxpayers’ funds as though
they are Monopoly money, in the absence of a “plan”. The LNP and Labor walked in step in many of
the stages across logistics and port deals, land and general taxation, imported trams and trains
which didn’t work, and “faster” trains which rewarded consultants without laying tracks.
There was no countervailing positive political force, with Labor appeasing Morrison at six key
points.
National Cabinet was irrelevant when quarantine breakdowns were raging and in July 2020
Frydenberg/Kennedy joined with Berejiklian to smash the Border economies, especially the Murray
because I live there – their malice was bigger even than their egos. National Cabinet was nowhere
to be seen, including the BCA, ACTU and Small Business Association.

Principles of Harmonising “Needs” with Structures”
Local practice Gattorna Chorn specialised in “critical needs analyses” married to a four-quadrant
matrix of management energy Vs process demands. National Council comes out of that thinking
which GC trained me in as part of the NSW PSB’s “Executive Outlook” program:
It is important to match “needs” with process integrity, skills and knowledge. The
Coronavirus assault on China thence the world required discipline first in line with
previous pandemics, science second and as fast as possible, with media reinforcing
a medical message. Australia has a balkanised federal system and saw confusion,
delays and false starts with an hysterical PM and media shouting and screaming. He
despised state and territory administrators who had more discipline than him and
tried to haul them back from movement cordons but failed. Then his brainwave, set
up a body he could chair behind a tight shield of confidentiality. Did that work and
what can we learn after 30 months?
That seemed to suit the administrators whose only claim is that decisions could be
made quickly. One has to ask what they are hiding especially after PM Albanese
was left speechless after his first meeting with them. “National Cabinet” should be
assessed against whether or not it did the job that Australia needed, not whether
Premiers find it comfortable. In a culture that is notoriously anal behind
smokescreens, what is the true SWOT? How did it succeed or fail against the matrix
of issues facing the nation?
Three precursors come to mind. Infrastructure Australia was set up with structural and staff
exchanges between developer and construction lobbies, with stakeholder ministers intent on
doing deals, thus pre-destining it towards corruption. There are almost no gates. That was
predictable but missed by journalists. The deskilled iA is now a critical impediment to post-carbon
economic productivity.
The second is the Health Care Complaints Commission in NSW which deals with complex
interfaces between patients & professionals with hospitals, doctors, pharmaceutical companies
and multi-millionaire owners, in a totally professional manner. It has strong gates and near
universal respect. In shows in medicine what our professionals need in corona, a system that
reflects scientific needs and standards.
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Finally there was the Urban Transport Advisory Committee (became state-wide as TRANSAC) in
NSW which co-ordinated policy and budget submissions on behalf of the Railways, Ports, Traffic,
Urban Transit, Ministry and Treasury. It had no links with contractors who worked at political
levels. It was positive and peaceful even though ministers were sometimes at war. That made for
effective budgets at times of stringency. It needed no legislation or separate funding. Later Lib
minister Bruce Baird mused publicly about bringing it back. Its 1976 and 1979 Reports stand like
beacons across the decades.
It would not have survived the later lunatic LNP Premiers and their ministers who abhorred
professional independence. PM Albanese’s promise to reintroduce “integrity” is what URTAC did
in practice and which iA does not do even in the Government’s dreams.

Regional Realities: the Nub of Corona and Climate Revival
The OECD (including Australia) had published a succession of national and regional productivity
and efficiency guides over many years and updated them in Economic Outlook 2020. This was a
landmark contribution that has been all but ignored at international and Australian levels,
especially by the ramshackle coalition of Liberal and Nationals parties (the latter used to represent
farmers but now is accepted it focuses on miners), and by the mercantile interests which dominate
climate mitigation conferences.
Australia’s PM Scott Morrison had bragged internationally of his performance and been exploited
by the US and UK in particular to further their intentions. The UN’s Glasgow COP26 was derailed
by Morrison, with the cooperation of the President of the US and PM of Britain (who had lucrative
military hardware sales in mind), as the latest of five such tantrums and connivances.
Localism in the UK is showing inspirational achievements with a realistic expectation that averages
and outcomes will improve. (This was after controversy about northern English cities being
unviable (Policy Exchange in 2008).)
Detroit was faced with earth-shaking unemployment due to the winding-down of car
manufacture. The civic leaders said, put all our resources into a coordinated pool, use our retired
people creatively, and focus on things we can do well. That is not yet working (and Baltimore is
dealing with deep issues slowly) but is similar to Newcastle’s recovery where excellent civic design
and setting-up 8 industry clusters promoted appropriate replacement activities – and that has
worked even though its civic governance was dysfunctional.
Recently Experian reported the opposite results to 2008’s – Manchester being Number 1 in the
national city “vibrancy” list with 4 non-London centres in the top 10 – add Canterbury, Leeds and
Lancaster.
As with Newcastle, did the people, acting locally, achieve the unexpected? In the Mountains there
is a disconnect between resources and community, between Parties and people, between
community pain and Big Business resources. There is a need for genuine, disciplined Localism
reforms to overcome institutional impediments. What are the real lessons from localism?
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The metromeisters apologised
for nothing as they smashed
Sydney’s sustainability,
including the brutal torture of
this contra-analyst. This
current document brings
Treasurers‘ misrepresentation
of OECD’s views into focus, for
the community and OECD’s
benefit itself, and should be
read in the broad context of
Australia’s geographical
isolation and its trade cycle,
and bushfire damage.

Forced Metro Program
= hidden Hong Kong
densification
GSC takes over what it
started, $100 million to
lucky buddies

Christie 2001: metros
20 yr, sensible model

Berejiklian's 2012 decision was insidious
and exposed progressively for failures of
72nd week Turnbull shifts to
Berejiklian/GSC conspiracy,
unConstitutional "gifting"

"pre-planning" & logic .
Hiding NW's defects = extending them

Labor metro-lunacy
Iemma 2008-10, starts
NW

until the originals were "miniaturised"

Kennedy PMO/GSC
distort UK precedent,
exclude LG, Smart Cities
is fairyfloss

Additional Metros distract journos &

Costa 2008 brings in
Steer, NW is invalid,
harms economy

councils from planning principles,
Berejiklian inserts crypto-budgeting
along Labor lines and builds

Turnbull/Baird cloak GCS
with bald announcement
without details + 30Minute & 3 Cities

contingent liability to Labor's $500
million, all without legitimisation
protocols. Morrison Budget adds
$3.5 billion = breach of all protocols

Greiner iNSW 10-20
years, Main West to
40,000, NW as BRT

There is also the manner of the
Baird in desperate
Berejiklian mid-'12
duress, NW looking
latest waste of money, the
deceit - reintroduces
sick, iA & GSC failing
Labor/MTR
spectres
with District Plans
acquisition of US nuclear
submarines, bases and
conventional tanks, a program without a “plan” or community or even parliamentary
legitimisation.
Reversing the mess of the infrastructure pipelines - making Budgets relevant and meaningful means redressing the underlying corruptions which may be “hiding in plain view”. The whole of
Australia is suffering the effects of “Bairdijiklian Malenomics” which started in June 2012. Specific
indicators include rejection of “Budget repair” and better advice, theft of cherry-picked ideas, and
•

Political confusion and variability, no “plan”, excessive delays in adjustments, clumsy
mechanisms

•

Lack of “balance” between cities & regions, “imbalance” in infrastructure spending, high
regional impacts

•

Excessive reliance on debt, projects have extremely low “revenue cover” (less than 5% in
the Metros) and low to negative benefit/cost ratios

•

Engineering crises in WestConnex and Metro – Australia’s “biggest projects” and least
sustainable, the Western Sydney City Plan is destructive on transit and freight systems

•

Budgets prevent spending on sooner, cheaper and more effective “options” (cf Eddington
in Melbourne and Greiner/Gibbons in Sydney)

•

Projects are poorly planned: high levels of waste and cost overruns, they produce more
congestion not less

The main point is that Chalmers, Albanese as much as Morrison and Bairdijiklian refuse to “repair”
therefor the cancers passed on through the genetic LNP codes to the ALP persist. Albanese and
Chalmers contributed to the Sydney metro messes which are genuine engineering and economic
cancers and are fully implicated especially as “someone” persuaded Bill to praise the idiocies in
2018 and 2019. Chalmers has mismanaged the 2022 Budget process so badly that the Summit and
Budget will be illegitimate in major respects. This could be a sacking offence.
PS the Western Sydney catastrophe has been systematically misrepresented by Labor, I and others put
decades of work into solutions and to see otherwise intelligent people spruiking intergenerational
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disasters is shameful in itself. Let's have no more of that, please, and talk solutions - the red bars are
dislocated for a reason, they are Berejiklian/Turnbull/Kennedy crimes

By their actions the PMs like Premiers have shown they reject innovation. The question is, why
won’t they listen? Their remit is different from the narrow NSW one. We should not forget the
costs to current and future generations of digging muddy holes deeper.
The overall consequences include increased congestion in areas that are not receiving attention,
including all fringe growth areas whose commuters congest interstate freeways.
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They include economic damage to the Inland Bridge’s communities and to the three port cities
which have been cut off: Newcastle is said to need a $10+++ billion long rail bypass of Sydney which is
an hallucination; Wollongong a new rail line from Port Kembla to near Campbelltown and across the
plains, including a long tunnel under shale geology, say $25 billion; and Port Botany – it is digging in
to increase trucking instead of railing.
The previous Turnbull/Morrison Budget put $400 million into a rail duplication at Port Botany which
is expected to put not one extra train on the tracks. That is a waste of half a billion. Conversely,
Morrison’s Backyard will have increased truck numbers, accidents and diesel fumes. WestConnex
will be out of capacity by 2031, meaning the whole tollroad system in the South East is up in the air.
There have been no known comprehensive health- and congestion-related valuation studies on such
scenarios.
The $3.5 billion into Western Sydney is code for a desperate attempt to camouflage Berejiklian’s NW
Metro disaster which was shown to have a benefit/cost ratio of about 0.5, by the only independent
such study of metros (Jim Steer’s for the then Treasurer Michael Costa). The metro is being
incrementally grown from a fulcrum at St Marys, both to the NW and SE to Campbelltown. There
will be a destruction of freight capacity through the Sydney Basin.
Parramatta CBD is being hit by the St Marys mishap as well as the under-funded and ill-directed
Greater Sydney Commission axial tram which replaced the ParraCity network strategy. It and the
CBD/Eastern Suburbs and the Newcastle trams seem to have been designed to cause maximum
damage and produce minimum benefits.
Both Coalition and Labor support St Marys and a West Metro which is probably infeasible as a
tunnel, ill-placed considering residential densification potential, and too expensive, too long term,
and too risky compared with the obvious options both refuse to consider. The economic costs in
that corridor will be massive, taken with WestConnex’s drastic impacts at Rozelle – 20,000 more
vehicles every day and all Berejiklian can do is spend $4 billion moving an intersection 1 kilometre to
no effect, instead of $1 billion on a clever transit bridge.
Against all that, transit capacity in the Illawarra hits a transit crisis in 2020 [!] and coal in 2030 – which
are within the long lead times for major works. Sydney will be short some 14 million TEU container
capacity versus the 5 million it will have, a shortfall of 70 per cent, in that timeframe, with none of
the needed support from Newcastle, Brisbane and Melbourne. Newcastle, Kembla and general
logistics reports are all pie-in-the-sky.
Treasurer Frydenberg pointedly refused to “repair” the City Deal/ports situation through MYEFO in
December 2018. Former Treasurer Peter Costello’s Budget Honesty Act suggested the proposal to
repair was appropriate; and the refusal includes the political involvement of Baird’s Treasury CEO
who is now head of PM & Cabinet. In effect, the initial damage and the non-repair are linked.
Zali Steggall ran a spectacular environment- and community-based campaign in defeating former
PM Tony Abbott, but has been inflicted with a transport strategy that will undermine all outcome
areas as well as waste time and money – all because WestConnex is such a disaster. The City Deal
approach has the same potential across Australia because of Turnbull/Taylor/Kennedy’s inbuilt flaws.
“COVID AUSTRALIA: FAILURE OF THE MORRISON/ TRUMP/ JOHNSON BRAVURA MODEL” (”Commission Royale”!)
started this way, which remains relevant to Albanese post-Morrison:
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The world finds itself on the edge of a precipice, a pandemic that has killed
millions and smashed economies, and grown in menace and malignancy,
doubling-up on a climate crisis that also demands massive economic
restructuring and changed attitudes. Now many world leaders shone on the
first pass, one in particular has on the second pass, but others refuse to learn
and repair especially in Australia.
It is no wonder that European, Asian and American, as well as NZ and other
island nations, see no room to dilly-dally on what the IMF calls the
“idiosyncratic drag” of corona lassitude, carbon laziness and conflicted
interests. Almost a year ago OECD developed excellent guidelines which
melded “economic”, governance and energy imperatives. This principle is so
simple that some might feel insulted, but stripping away econometric
complications, charting diverging cost trends from a “non-decision point”
like 22 April ’21 shows that the “opportunity cost of time” is deadly real.
Australia’s reputation as a “lucky country” continued into COVID-19 but the
reality is that fumbling and bumbling, delays and poor system design and
delivery made the economic and social costs disproportionate to the low
number of cases. The governance model was and remains a disaster. There
are G7 and Leaders’ Forums quite used to layers of Morrison PR bullying but
underneath roiled tales of waste, cruelty and corrupt self-interest (Morrison
& Frydenberg lied about this but OECD recently put the sword through
them: “Business dynamism was on a decline going into the pandemic”). It
was not a good time to have an erratic PM and tyro Treasurer.
“RIGHTEOUS BLAME” was written earlier, in October 2020, as a marker on what has gone wrong and
then, was there “repair” or further decrepitude? That is the nub: LNP and ALP refusal to repair is a
fundamental hurdle to national productivity as Australia remains in an economic and medical
muddle.
It’s worse than that, an added layer of escape from a better analyst - when Treasurer Frydenberg
and chum Kennedy were confronted with a 2019 Malenomics package and cancelled MYEFO,
deferred the Budget, deferred Parliament, cancelled 2 weeks of Parliament, and deceived
themselves into more “gifting” tranches, they showed they are cowards. “The Emperor has no
clothes”. That they got further into trouble was no surprise but that they oppose repair of their
blunders is catastrophic.
Industry groups are Big Business and disregard SMEs. Local government has great potential but is
excluded. Media are too frequently insipid and subservient, producing churnalism more than
journalism. The predominant structures in the capital cities are the forests of silos where groupthink
is progressively rotting them, from their tops.
Berejiklian published an Intergenerational Report in 2016, as a Treasurer who was about to reverse reform
directions. This is what she wrote of her debt strategy (which has worsened dramatically):
“… the long-term fiscal gap … is a summary indicator of the budget’s financial effect on future
generations. … if current trends continue, a widening fiscal gap will emerge where expenditure would
exceed revenues resulting in a fiscal gap of 3.4 per cent of GSP by 2055-56”…. If the Government
borrowed to cover the fiscal gap, then by 2056 net debt would reach around 75 per cent of GSP and
net interest payments would consume nearly 20 per cent of revenue. That is, if we do nothing, we
would have nearly 20 per cent less revenue to deliver government services and infrastructure — this
is nearly the size of our education budget today.
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Already we have seen hospitals complain that they are being so squeezed. As her debt is structural, we
have to intervene NOW. Hear that, Prime Minister?

Free Nation-Building Vs the Crippling Costs of Malice
‘Free” relates to the Value Proposition mentioned previously. Much of the background noise on
de-democratisation is the hum of corruption spinning along in backroom deals – all sides of politics
play the game:
The Coalition had hopes the National Cabinet would continue. Morrison was fighting my
suggestion by taking on irrelevant topics and he set up the premiers again and as Trump did.
As my website updates revealed, in a sudden shift from the monthly meetings of the peak
leadership group, Mr Morrison asked premiers and chief ministers to put national cabinet on an
“operational footing” with meetings twice a week until the emergency passed. The federal move
aimed to end weeks of conﬂict between federal and state governments over missed targets to
protect Australians from COVID-19, with a promise from Mr Morrison to “unite the nation” even
though some of his own ministers fuelled the blame game.
No, this was identified as a profound flaw in the institutional arrangements right from the
beginning. This is simply Morrison refusing to say sorry or accept responsibility. A full treatment
of National Cabinet is in a companion document, Righteous Blame.
Only COVID-19 brought the leaders together and the PM still wanders off, wait til Berejiklian digs in
on her psychoses. Frydenberg is said to talk to NSW’s Perrottet every day. NSW is a brat:
Perrottet said he’d trot to Canberra when Baird and Berejiklian announced their “next priorities”
in October ’16, over an illegitimate and probably damaging project; then in late October ’19, said
he “demanded the Morrison government "cough up" much-needed funding for Sydney's new $20
billion Metro West rail line, (taking) a swipe at his Coalition counterparts in Canberra for their
reluctance to stump up for the new metro rail line”.
The need for normal economic stimulus associated with falling growth was evident through 2019.
When the bushfires and then Novel Corona sapped economic energy, Morrison and his Treasurer
Frydenberg (architect of the 2019 confusions) presaged large infrastructure being included in their
renewed programs. That was reinforced by silly statements by Frydenberg and the Deputy PM
McCormack along the lines that the $100 billion was still relevant. That was cynical posturing.
Right at the beginning Morrison said his subsidies would be swift, targetted and scalable, but his
generosity evaporated when he found his mega-fund ($130 billion on 30 March) was $60 billion
over-stated or about 45%. Since then and regardless, the same crew who developed the crises
were allowed to stay in the Bubble, making each worse.
A slew of one-off announcements were made but each fell over when the details were examined.
Morrison said they had had a “plan” from the off - for stimulus, nursing homes, tourism and the
like; but the reality was they avoided transparency by deferring the Budget, cancelling MYEFO,
doing something with outstanding sports grants, and postponing then part-cancelling Parliament.
They tried to get away with denying responsibility when the nursing home crisis came home to
roost, and cancelled the Tourism stimulus altogether just because Morrison was not prepared to
face me. What a joke of a tragedy.
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From “Border Wars”, the set of policies making up “community resilience” that the National Council
would adapt for implementation:
Critical Issues
System defects
o

No locational intelligence - ABS had closed its
series in 2013, no LG business health survey
series. TRA modelling too macro, iD municipal
data dependent on Censuses

o

Wastrel and incompetent political appointees
who must be neutered to stop the monotonic
blundering and economic and community
hardship

o

Political incompetents in ministerial roles, no
repairs, Cabinet suppressed

o

Politicians rejected medical advice of immediate
hospitalisation. NB that worked in Berrigan
Shire and is to be pushed hard against political
stupidity

o

No PPE or hospital preparedness

o

No prior war-gaming for border closures and
preparation of “SOP”s

o

No understanding of fast/scalable/ targetted
mechanisms & pricing/ payment options

o

No alert warning systems of Corona proximity
and no scaling of response

o

Childcare was grossly out of scale Vs this
analyst’s targetted, limited vouchers based on
employers’ certification (NB latter stolen by
Morrison)

Poor stimulus payment
schemes
o

o
o
o

o

Morrison first on 12 March and subsequent
tranches - reliant on return of BASs which lack
relevant data as well as lagging
Payment schemes were step then another step
(fixed incremental), not scalable
Too slow - 91 days delays til first payments on 1
May
Too many exclusions - SMEs told to “get a loan”,
then draw down superannuation, casuals (food,
arts etc) excluded
Berejiklian $10,000 “corner store” scheme was
ridiculous in its terms (75%+ of turnover lost),
ignorant of facts e.g. wages are c 40% meaning
keeping staff on sees the 60% crippling the
business. 22 August is worse

for discussion ©
Sustainable environment for economic
continuity
o Proper State and national plans, formulated on
local inputs
o Alert system via smart phone aka bushfire
proximity
o Contingency plan in each LGA, linked to central
HealthWatch on-line facility - to judge scalability
in suburb scale Vs whole regions
o Code for businesses to move between Stage 2
and higher in their site arrangements, more
flexibly
o Restore ABS accommodation series or replace
via Tourism Research Australia
o LGs to be funded by NCC (from its allocation to
polling consultancy) to establish an economic
prosperity report, monthly on-line, showing
how industry sectors and locales are faring re
targetting ongoing stimulus funding streams
o Focus on SME health and not on the Big
Businesses on NCC
o Wider range of types of activities to be funded
so as to achieve integrated economics i.e.
education, energy & IT enterprises (technology
and local support) and boat/vehicle servicing &
upgradings
o Remove unproductive schemes, projects and
regulations, and commit savings to long-term
local-area revitalisation
Proper stimulus for
enterprises
o

o

o

o

Cease interference with business continuity,
provide stress and skills supports - stop
pretending there’s no problem and REPAIR
REPAIR REPAIR
Unconditional grants for SMEs for re-staffing, reopening, re-stocking, re-training & initial market
awareness
$100,000 posited previously, now scalable re
number of employees up to 50 & $250,000,
repayable if found to be less necessary than
claimed
Local area childcare based on vouchers given to
participating centres on a weekly basis,
employers’ certification
Clean-out of NCC and iA and strengthening of
focussed skill areas
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So in addition to the policy and process improvements outlined in “Border Wars” an initiative to
make national Budget decisionmaking more relevant (it includes aspects I introduced in the State
Government to the praise of the then head of Treasury, Professor Percy Allan):
•

update reports and community-based data series (with ABS etc) which will guide "targetting"
- spatial and sector areas needing early intervention vs those doing well (in document)

•

a special advisory panel, Stimulus Recovery Monitoring Panel or SRMP, well away from the
NCC under Gaetjens and the BCA and Australian Industry Group, representative of SME
activities across various sectors, retired but still connected, accountable for probity. In NSW I
based monthly reports on +/- exception foci and that will predominate, but action line items
will be critical

•

a new statutory instrument called MEEFYO or "month end economic and financial outlook",
this to get Treasury off its butt and away from its beehive, using the monthly inputs to the
full, engaging councils and communities. It will consolidate into MYEFO and the Budgets on
the current proper 6/12-month basis

•

active auditing by the ANAO and state and territory bodies to reduce waste and ensure
probity (better than JobKeeper's).

The reality of flexibility, scalability and rapidity will be met through these initiatives, which might
well be improved through agency and community engagement. There is much more as you will find.
Note: only my scheme has “scalable” in it, achieved through linking local data collection with
integrated regional reports in between ABS and ID Censuses.
Berejiklian’s collapse of the Murray River Victorian “safety zone” from 50 kms to 2 kms on 21 July,
overnight and without warning, was grossly incompetent and harmful - 71 employees of one club
could not go to work and that was closed for months. One hotel proprietor has a pub on each
side of the river and was not allowed to go home or to open the Victorian one. There had been
no recent Covid cases on either side of the border as far as Shepparton, where there are cases,
but that is controllable from the Victorian side, which had not been mentioned.
Berejiklian could not answer these questions:
1. What medical evidence was there to show an urgent secretive move was justified?
2. What regulatory impact statement was published in advance, or even since?
3. What medical evidence, based on knowledge of demographics and economics, showed
which is the “best” option:
2 kms, 5 kms, 10 or 12kms, 15 kms, 20 kms, 25 kms - what? Given nearest infection is
54 kms from the River.
There had been massive criticism of Berejiklian ’s political misbehaviour and the escalating
spread of the virus in Sydney. She is fighting a minor relaxation of air arrival limits but can do no
wrong in the view of her political co-dependent Morrison. This is an intolerable outcome for
Australia - she is wrecking borders while he puts his poxy ego ahead of a national tourism
recovery plan.
Both deserved to be censored and censured.
NB: in late August NSW decided to revert to 50 kms without analysis: it is the least-safe of the above options.
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Regions can sink into economic trouble through shifts in long-term local conditions compared with
competing districts’. What is needed, in addition to economic competence, is “evidence” – data to
track progress, identify trouble spots, and measure progress. Portland, Oregon, and Detroit, are
examples of regions that recovered through searing self-honesty. Victoria released its Regional
Cities Victoria – Growth Framework & Diagnostics Tool in mid-2013. Ms Giuseppe from Tourism
Accommodation also said that “Consistent and reliable data in the regions is an absolute priority for
potential investors, and TAA recommends that Destination NSW invests in improved data collection
initiatives to support tourism sector development”.
The “tourism economy” is a top-down to bottom-up sector in terms of demand and supply. It has
big sites such as the airlines and metropolitan tourism centres, but also thousands of smaller food,
accommodation, arts and crafts operators here-and-there and across the metro and regional
economies. The national trade cycle was heading into a slower state in 2019.
The sector was the first-hit when Novel Corona arrived and remains the hardest-hit. PM Morrison
delayed an announcement of the tourism package until 23 July which was 154 days late, apparently
because he refuses to deal with me. He ditched it in cowardice. There has been so much cruelty,
including to casuals and fire victims, NSW’s $10,000 “corner store” subsidy package was a colossal
mistake, NCCC needs a big boot along the right path …. Here was my Call to Arms, to stop
secretive blundering and to listen.
There have been massive gaps in economic trend analysis and the travel, accommodation, staff
numbers, budget trends, depreciation, and now property value data presented here and in the full
report will surprise many. The V-G trend in mainstreet property values is regarded as a surrogate for
whole-of-LGA values, including resorts, by peers consulted, in the absence of any relevant data
published by sub-agencies. (The ReviveBlueMountains report has a full range of indicators.)
This arrangement brings local government into a positive involvement in the improvement of their
local economies. Add the corridor and town “local solutions” below.
I note that it is became accepted by NCCC that “The more we can develop predictable, reasoned and
carefully considered closure processes to lock down outbreaks as they occur, then we don't need to
fall back to what is an ultimate sledgehammer squashing an ant by closing the border completely”
(Power on 21 August ’20 in SMH) - but he is the problem as he has picked up that theme from me,
not having any background in the matters. I have the answer and he should go back to far away.
No one sems to be thinking of making routes and towns safer through
•

Advised routes as
needing changes
from time to time

•

Safe zones in towns
where the community
arranges separation

•

Special facilities such as
bulletin boards showing
out-of-hours numbers

A guiding light for reform in Newcastle and Rockdale by RG was Tom Lewcock, City Manager of
Sunnyvale in California. David Osborne and Ted Gaebler quoted him in Reinventing Government.
Lewcock was regarded as a leading reformer in municipal planning in America:
One of the keys in government is to take things that aren't politically acceptable in the normal
context and change the context - to create a different way for the decision makers to look at
them … the very same issue often turns out to be politically acceptable.
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In the right environment, all of the myths about how elected officials behave have come falling
down for me. They don't have to be short-range thinkers, they can be long-range thinkers. They
don't have to be people who say, "I know this is more important than that but we're going to
spend our time on that, because local constituents are on my back”. They don't have to be any
of those things.
My detailed history of the perversion of democracy in the Blue Mountains can be summarised in
contra-distinction with Detroit:
The Detroit Recovery– the New Realities:
•
•

•

•

Leverage your distinctive economy –
build on what you do best
Repair your municipal balance sheet
– “like many city governments,
successive administrators kicked the
fiscal can down the road, decade
after decade”
Unlock capital from private and civic
institutions and support your
retirees
Collaborate to compete – work
together throughout the community

The Blue Mountains 2015 Reality:
•
•

•

•

BMEE is “looking for winners” and not
finding any
BMCC spends at least $20 million a year more
than its peers do (nominally $40 million) but
significantly less on critically important
economic and social issues
Private capital is private, largely; while public
capital is poorly applied according to the
community surveys and actual outcomes
There has been no land use, tourism or other
response – the council eschews business
logic.

The Detroit directions are consistent with OECD and my work. The Blue Mountains decrepitude is
consistent with NSW LG problems e.g. unviable theatres and cafés built with stimulus funds without
viability as in Springwood (under Fed Labor) and then Tocumwal. Councils fall over themselves to
get the money, which is fair enough, but they could contribute so much more.
The OECD has a great library of relevant reports, the following is from “The Governance of
Infrastructure” and again these are hurdles that Treasurer Chalmers should be facing front-on:
OECD Dimensions
Coordination across of
government levels is
difficult, increasing the
risk of wasted resources

Realpolitik
•

•

Lines are linked,
duplication has been
avoided, so the schedule
should be read as a whole

•

•

“Waste” is no longer measured: pre-setting of Petticoat priorities
(capriciousness) means that “options” (as benchmarks) are ignored
and waste becomes contract disputes and overruns, not “more
expensive” Vs “most cost effective” in an integrated social balance
sheet
The formal mechanisms of COAG have been displaced instead of
reformed, replaced by a consensus/opt-out informal structure which
excludes “planning” and dissolves under bullying stress
Historically, the peak co-ordinating bodies comprised public servants,
with emphasis on cost effectiveness from planning assessments
through to contracts, with “open” consultation with vested interests
and regular discussions at Ministerial Council level (ATAC)
Now, iA, iNSW, NCCC and the Greater Sydney Commission have
vested interests throughout their structures – they focus on spoils
(projects), not integrated outcomes, starting with contracts without
“plans” (“all a bit arse-about” said Nick Greiner), now eliminating
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“due diligence” (notably the Sydney Metros and less so Melbourne’s
freeways and rail strengthening). That Berejiklian took all “Kremlin
NSW” agencies into her Department, including the faux-independent
GSC, showed her contempt for professionalism, something she had
shown from 2000 or earlier
•

Uncertainty of revenue
flows and sources can
erode conﬁdence in a
project’s affordability

Unstable regulatory
frameworks can prevent
long-term decisions

A lack of systematic data
collection on

•

NSW under Berejiklian said it wanted to be freed from central
surveillance, but its governance is so deformed that there is no
inbuilt sustainability, and the begging bowl comes out whenever this
analyst hits the “debt lake”. The side-lining of COAG accords with
Berejiklian’s maverick approach - dominatrix
The high marginal costs of tunnels through built-up suburbs and rail
and tollway routes to and through fringe growth areas mean that
high subsidies are needed if congestion is to be reduced contra
laissez-faire non-planning (which dominates in Sydney)

•

The loss of due diligence reduces the security of superannuation- and
government-funding schemes, on top of poor pre-planning and
engineering which saw a sequence of failed PPP rail and road
schemes, The only independent expert assessment was Jim Steer’s in
2008 of the NW Metro – benefit/cost ratio of 0.65 or lower –
Berejiklian refused to acknowledge its existence and the result is a 5%
revenue cover.

•

Indeed, all current NSW projects appear to have benefit/cost ratios
under 1.0 as documented in the “Save Sydney” suite

•

The superannuation agencies and business chambers engage soft
consultancies which tend to boost projects rather than promote
reform protocols, examples include Financial Services Council’s
reports on port and logistics, 2011 and 2014, Port of Newcastle’s
AlphaBeta market potential study, and CSIRO’s Inland Rail for ARTC.

•

Infrastructure pipelines were planned through State-level strategic
planning, regional-level plans, and agency-driven Ministerial
submissions to the Budget Committee of then full Cabinet

•

Now agencies have been amalgamated and put under political
appointees so that the former inbuilt competitive surveillance
mechanisms (a la Gary Sturgess’ “To Join Interest with Duty”)
have been replaced by “the strongest wins”, with Berejiklian being
duchessed by 3 successive Premiers then herself

•

iNSW and GSC were hailed as the saviours of infrastructure
planning but both simply took Berejiklian’s projects without any
plan*, meaning they made the situation worse ( * COAG tried to
rein-in NSW in 2009 by insisting on a “plan” but Berejiklian forced
its abandonment in 2012.)

•

Local government used to surveille state agencies, but now
compete for an goodies which range from grants in return for cooperation (bribes) and the location and naming of metro stations
(ignoring better outcomes for their communities).

•

GSC and the other agencies say they build “metrics” and are
“evidence -based”, but none are: there is no scope for QA
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performance undermines
evidence-based decisionmaking

assurance feedback repair cycles because (1) their “masters” do
not permit questioning, and (2) the elimination of options means
there are no comparators

Political dynamics may
undermine sound
decision making when
identifying priority
projects

•

Baird reduced Performance Indicator sets as his decisions
unpeeled, and Berejiklian has done the same. Indicators are now
of busyness, not outcomes

•

Peter Spearritt and others used to publish Social Atlases which
provided very interesting data in context, they are missed.

Governance challenges
are diverse and occur all
through the policy cycle

•

The challenges are political, personal, social and environmental, all
of which are regarded as non-quantifiable and are therefore
ignored. Governance is not understood by planners and engineers:
their guilds have put up reform reports which are laughable in
their naivete

Designing a strategic
vision is crucial but
diﬃcult

•

Visions can only be formulated through strong community
engagement – the Improvement Royal Commission of 1908-09
showed that and the Baird/Berejiklian “transformational” buried
the merits of strengthening the great Bradfield system as was
shown in this analyst’s “Towards a transport vision for Sydney”,
for the NRMA’s Clean Air 2000

Infrastructure projects
are vulnerable to
corruption, capture and
mismanagement

•

The first form of “corruption” and “capture” is an orientation to
the hidden, internal corporate values of an Hong Kong or similar
prospective investor/operator, instead of the interests of the
community which owns the money and the systems. A real
example is that Berejiklian is using some $40,000,000,000 of our
money to foster MTR’s densification towers, with them not have
to pay a cent (reversing proper PPP and all other practices), in the
course of which she is lowering service standards and system
capacity, neutering special events and emergency response
capabilities, and taking all energy away from genuine community
accessibility/congestion “busting” transit as in Eddington Bedrock

•

The second form of corruption is “cronyism”, for example PM
Turnbull and NSW’s Baird and Berejiklian gave $100 million to
buddy consultants to do a PR brochure for the St Marys Metro,
which has no merit but which was supported by Turnbull’s
specially-commissioned regional transport faux-reports by iA and
the Federal Infrastructure Department. All hidden on GSC site: it
started this crap then hid it on its website etc

•

The third form is pure “capture” through political appointments
such as the heads of Prime Minister’s and of Treasury, each at
nearly $1 million a year, some 40% more than their NSW
counterparts with no apparent different in performance i.e.
submissive, appeasing and forgiving (not “repairing”). This is
connected to “mismanagement” as the head of NSW Transport is
the engineer with the most questionable track record (the only
executive I’ve had to coach in elementary economics)

•

A fourth is “Media embedding” such as Berejiklian taking
Mathiesen from News and then handing him to Turnbull, Baird
taking Salusinszky ditto, and Fairfax taking special favours from

Lack of disclosure of data
on contracts reinforces
concerns about fraud and
lack of transparency
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Berejiklian and thereafter not questioning engineering and
economic disasters of WestConnex’s Rozelle and the Metro’s
network. A more general dilution of professional standards in
journalism undermines democracy, as the WashPost masthead
proclaims, “Darkness is the Death of Democracy”

Consultation is less
common in setting an
overall vision or
prioritising investments

•

A fifth is political appeasement per se such as the National Cabinet
folding under the NSW bullying by Morrison and Berejiklian
(actually in reverse order) and not rejecting NCCC

•

A sixth is hiding data and concealing complexities. A former joint
exercise by the ABC/The Age garnered leaks of “cabinet in
confidence” documents such as a Berejiklian direction to exclude
transit options in favour of a tollway in “planning” for a southern
freeway through the PM’s electorate. This is also done by setting
up business figures to conduct inquiries into state taxation and
reviews of the federal Environment Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act: the outcomes are expected to favour the
PM’s/Premier’s original predilections

•

A seventh is hiding contracts per se. An early example was a
Greiner (Coalition) Government’s decision to sign a secret contract
for a tollway and then refused to release it, when a professor of
accounting was able to download it from an American corporate
website. The biggest is the “planning process” for the Bankstown
Metro (cf the first item) where transport minister Constance
promised to release all data in the “business case”: he then only
released a Summary in which 110 redactions were made being 100%
of key data. 4 years later it is still unknown how much trouble the
project is in, after he opined that he might have to subsidise
private hotel developments “to make the Central Station precinct
work”. The “Baird Model” is broken if anyone though there was
any logic in it (as I opposed ab initio). The Hong Kong-style
apartment blocks along the metro’s length (north and south of
the Harbour) have been shaved back under fierce community
pressure as recently as 22 June ‘20

•

Finally, Premiers put opposing figures into decisionmaking roles
such as Iemma (failed Lab Premier) into greyhounds and GSC, and
Morrison putting ex-union boss Greg Combet on NCCC – dimming
the opposition of the industries, unions and media. It is vital that
the ACTU uses its influence to protect tourism and
accommodation employment where NCCC is slow and inept as well
as dishonest, including via my regional and SME empiricism and
analyses

•

Engagement is critical as one of the Four Pillars of Democracy,
where media is another. The Improvement Commission’s
President, Sir Tom Hughes, was the greatest stateman Sydney has
produced and escalated his political influence by pulling the
community up behind himself

•

Engagement is anathema to Berejiklian and Lucy Turnbull, both of
whom took-on hurt communities when this analyst revealed the
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ineptitude of their suburban densification targets – they showed
contempt after smashing Botany’s, Surry Hills’, Randwick/ UNSW’s
North Parramatta’s, Newcastle’s and Ryde/Epping communities
Abridged quotations from OECD Going for Growth (2021), versus 2020 Outlook, for Australia, follow.
The former will make Cormann’s job impossible as he has failed with the critical outcomes in his
Finance roles (it is pleasing to see that Australians are fighting to recover faster even though
Morrison made their task as hard as possible):
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

Business dynamism was on a decline
going into the pandemic and, once
COVID-19 hit, the employment losses
were heaviest in young businesses. (NB
compensation was lowest in these
sectors.)
Improving the outcomes of
disadvantaged students in schools and
early childhood education will raise the
future growth capacity of the economy
and preserve inclusiveness.
Severe drought and catastrophic
bushfires emphasised the need to act on
climate mitigation policies.
Adopting and implementing an
integrated national energy and climate
policy framework for 2030 based on a
low-emission development strategy for
2050 would help achieve the goals of the
Paris Climate Agreement.
Shifting the tax mix away from heavy
taxation of incomes to consumption and
land taxes would further enable the
necessary labour mobility amid the
pandemic and boost growth.
The high corporate tax rates for large
businesses should be aligned with those
on SMEs since a two-rate system risks
distorting how firms are structured and
how they behave round the threshold
between the two rates.
Once the recovery is firmly in place, there
is scope to increase the Goods and
Services Tax, while offsetting the
regressive impacts for low-income
households.
Giving Indigenous communities a greater
role in policy design and implementation
and introducing a whole-of-government
evaluation strategy for policies affecting

•

•

•

•

•

Economic activity collapsed in the second
quarter of 2020, as lockdown measures
to fight the pandemic required many
businesses to suspend activities and
consumers to stay home. However,
confinement has been less strict than
elsewhere thanks to the relatively mild
virus outbreak.
Massive macroeconomic policy support,
including a temporary wage subsidy, is
limiting the economic shock. Most
economic restrictions are planned to be
unwound by July. However, should
widespread contagion resume, with a
return of lockdowns, confidence would
suffer and cash-flow would be strained.
In that double-hit scenario, GDP could fall
by 6.3% in 2020. Even in the absence of a
second outbreak, GDP could fall by 5% in
2020.
There is ample fiscal space to support the
economic recovery as needed. The
scarring effects of unemployment –
especially for young workers – should be
alleviated through education and
training, as well as enhancing job search
programmes.
Firms should continue to be supported,
including through expanded loan
guarantees, accompanied by expedited
insolvency procedures.
The authorities should be considering
further stimulus that may be needed
once existing measures expire at the end
of the third quarter 2020.
Such support should focus on improving
resilience and social and physical
infrastructure, including strengthening
the social safety net and investing in
energy efficiency and social housing.
To support the health system,
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•

•

•

•

•

these communities would make growth
more inclusive.
Ensuring a greater role and autonomy in
policy design by Indigenous communities
could particularly spur growth potential
in rural areas that are populated with
younger Indigenous populations. Policy
evaluation would be enhanced by
increased capacity to collect statistics on
Indigenous business and economic
development issues.
The government has reformed the
insolvency framework, introducing a
debtor-friendly, lower cost and faster
liquidation model for small businesses in
January 2021. There has been some
progress in reducing red tape.
The government’s post-pandemic
recovery plan in October 2020 included
welcome elements to streamline and
digitise a range of regulatory procedures
and improve framework conditions for
businesses.
Partly to promote environmental
priorities, the federal government
recently granted the Asian Renewable
Energy Hub a “major project” status and
the local government of Western
Australia granted environmental
clearance to it. The project will constitute
the largest solar and wind farm in the
world aiming to produce green hydrogen.
(NB this is to allow expansion of mining
and mineral processing, while the “green
hydrogen” component is truly prospective
as economies reduce costs. The reality is
carbon gas is still a priority and the “con is
in”.)
On Indigenous issues, the Australian
Productivity Commission appointed an
Indigenous Policy Evaluation
Commissioner and published a draft
report in May 2020 detailing a whole-ofgovernment evaluation strategy for
policies related to reducing well-being
gaps of Indigenous communities.

•

•

•

•

•

•

governments provided additional
funding, reoriented service delivery
methods and entered into partnerships
with private healthcare providers.
In late April, a voluntary app was
launched to help track and trace
infections (NB a complete con and
failure).
Cash-flow assistance for firms and a
doubling of the value of unemployment
benefits with expanded eligibility are also
supporting incomes.
Australia’s ample fiscal space permits a
strong response to a second outbreak or
if the recovery falters. In particular, some
income support measures may need to
be extended beyond their September
expiry date. To bolster employment
growth, the government plans to
improve the skills training system and
encourage industrial relations reform. It
could also further promote reskilling and
upskilling through adult education and
enhance job search programmes.
Expanded loan guarantees, coupled with
accelerated insolvency processes, could
reduce scarring for entrepreneurs and
facilitate a more dynamic recovery. The
government has recently announced
plans to support particularly hard-hit
sectors, including a stimulus package for
construction.
The authorities should also ensure that
the social safety net is adequate and
consider further investment in energy
efficiency improvements and social
housing.
Continuing efforts to test, track and
trace, as well as promoting digital means
of accessing healthcare, could improve
outcomes and enhance preparedness for
further outbreaks.

NB my proposed national 8,000-strong Indigenous fire risk reduction program is desperately needed
and is being cruelly repressed.
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There was an optimistic acceptance on the right of the government’s meanderings through policy
phases, but again it has to be emphasised the full range of their own criteria presented in this
critique were not applied by OECD in its own Outlook assessments.
As a reminder, the OECD’s “directions” will be corrupted further In Australia, harming current and
future generations, as these are emerging permanent defects (presented to be negatived):
•

Businesses and workers likely to face extended weak demand would benefit from support to
upgrade, invest and innovate, and to shift to sectors with better prospects, through
strengthening active labour market policies, particularly retraining schemes, and by
facilitating investment.

•

Streamlining and improving access to income support programmes, such as the Citizen’s
Income, would prevent large increases in poverty and support demand in the recovery.

•

If non-performing loans start rising, the government should stand ready to reinforce the bank
asset support programme (GACS). Implementing the new bankruptcy law would help by
ensuring that viable companies are restructured rather than liquidated.

•

Pursuing the government’s plans to develop a multi-year programme to reduce administrative
complexity, improve the legal system’s effectiveness and reduce investment and employment
costs would support new businesses, productivity and jobs.

•

Supporting the renewal of the ageing infrastructure and the transition to lower carbon
activities would sustain the recovery and improve well-being.

•

Accelerating the adoption of digital technologies, as demonstrated by the rapid move during
the crisis to ‘smart working’ and online services, would raise competitiveness.

Importance of Data and QA Circuits
A lack of systematic data
collection on performance
undermines evidencebased decision-making
Political dynamics may
undermine sound decision
making when identifying
priority projects

•

•

•

GSC and the other agencies say they build “metrics” and are “evidence
-based”, but none are: there is no scope for QA assurance feedback
repair cycles because (1) their “masters” do not permit questioning,
and (2) the elimination of options means there are no comparators
Baird reduced Performance Indicator sets as his decisions unpeeled,
and Berejiklian has done the same. Indicators are now of busyness,
not outcomes
Peter Spearritt and others used to publish Social Atlases which
provided very interesting data in context, they are missed.

The risks and costs of climate events are escalating with climate change. That makes my 8,000
Indigenous rangers’ 10-year initial cycle of reducing fire intensity by landcare methods. From
CityLab 26 August:
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National programs have been twisted and
distorted by petty politics and posturing.
That represents personalities who need to be
managed by their peers as in previous
governments. Australia must not be
damaged anymore. Political appointees in
the US are included in layered accountability
limits, but not in Australia, especially as
Morrison used Gaetjens to be the locked vault in contentious socio-political crises.
Remove political
prejudices from
health science

•

•

•

•

Be aware of the ferocious Work back from the reality that the COVID-19
nature of novel Corona as catastrophe was avoidable in terms of
seen in rapid mutation and
slowly-revealed symptoms
• Emergency protocols including release
in different age groups and
onto the streets of infected travellers
genders
• virus research
Ensure that existing
• antiviral and vaccine product
professional research &
development
advisory circles are
• resourcing of hospitals
resourced and allowed free
• implementing quality assurance in
expression
group establishments including nursing
Make contingency planning
homes and hospitals
part of every Budget cycle,
• stocking PPE to disaster-preparedness
cascaded down to
levels
Executive contracts
Remove reliance on tricks
and focus on surveillance

Ethics Recovery: the Way Back
NSW Parliamentary leaders forgetting leadership – making a difference … ?
The composition of the new Parliaments will allow
a re-focussing on issues which have been allowed
to go through to the keeper in recent Lib/Lab
Governments. That includes local empowerment.
There are clear signs that economic and
community needs are not being met – worse, that
proven solutions & innovations are rejected, and
systems are so distorted, such that waste and
ineffectiveness are dominant features of Federal &
NSW “cronyism”. We need better value for money.
The “Save Sydney” suite of city & regional projects &
policies throws much light on problems that all States &
Territories have. The first presentation covered the
nation, with examples from NSW, Victoria and elsewhere.
This second volume focuses on Sydney.

This pamphlet aims to raise awareness about
problems & solutions to two broad problems:
Failures in addressing
population growth,
equity in spending
between city and
region, and waste
within cities and the
“$100 billion over 10
years” across Australia

Ethical misbehaviour by two
PMs and two Premiers, and
their ministers, as the first
leaders in Australia to deny
individuals their right to hold
and sell their own ideas and
concepts – to “deny Menzies” &
copyright. No one likes bullies

To add to the wrongness of the theft, the money is destined
for Save the Children, bushfire safe housing, and an
institute to remember heroes from all over Australia, as
well as family. Why does the Government not care about
such matters?
© RG 2019

Governments do not always make it easy for the
community to understand issues which affect our lives.
There have been so many acts of deceit that not one
analyst has a proper understanding of city development
issues anymore. t is vital that MsP and councillors have
access to expert views which complement official PR-talk
https://sydneyimprovementpolitics.com/pm-morrisons-challenge
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That was one iteration in my “Save Sydney” presentations, this from 1 July ’19 but going 4 years
back.

WASTE

GAPS

$100 million to buddies for a brochure
$4 billion to move an intersection 1 km

Freeways clogged with fringe commuters,
innerwest by WestConnex design disaster

Inland Rail strategy
Freight & Ports conspiracy

Rail links to Brisbane, Melbourne,
Wollongong, Sydney and Newcastle Ports

Dumping Greiner and all better options
Wasting poles & wires windfalls and drivingup debt by 777% in 4 years in NSW
Some 50% of the $100 billion over 10 years

Geelong & Gippsland, St George & Sutherland
(Morrison's Backyard)

- DENYING FUNDS TO

Northern Beaches & innerwest (expressnets &
Goanna)

Institute to remember forgotten heroes of our
regions
Demonstration fire- and storm-proof homes
which are cheaper than conventional
Tim Fischer Train

Lost time and benefits in cities & regions
through poor project choices (malice towards
Goanna), awful pre-planning and
mismanagement of contracts, trees,
mainstreets and communities
Ignoring c $1 billion return on the Sydney CBD
& innerwest traffic oases and Goanna Transit
Bridge - emulated across the nation if
permission obtained
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Beach congestion zones
Tourism district revitalisation template
(Revive Blue Mountains)
Localism framework to revitalise communities
and develop a willingness-to-pay culture
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THEFT
GSC strategic direction, Calfas and iA repute,
%’000s million and repute savings on
Bankstown Line, Beaches BRT etc
Save the Children, Salvos etc

Decency & religious observance
Redress - suasion means consequences hurting back
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Depressing silo thinking, corrupted networks and growing urban disadvantagement
mean loss of the Menzies / Overall / Coombs nation-building spirit

The Coalition Governments started with hope but sank into deceit,
incompetence, waste & abuse of Menzies values

Another integrated three major streams of budgetting, very much as a national plan would:

There there has been little if any mention of past summits on social security and industry sector
strategies (akin to Button Plans and Newcastle’s revival), inflation or living costs on metropolitan
fringes including tolls, congestion and stress. I am driven by considerations as:
•

Dysfunctional lack of clarity between stimulus, investment, repair and integration, I have
traced the elements of De-stimulus which relate to such confusion e.g. changes in
education budgets and rejection of childcare and SME support. No government has yet
developed a “plan”

•

Governance disintegration which includes the domination of political apparatchiks and
conflicted interests, and a lack of resilience planning such as with bushfires but also Corona,
the examples are literally incredible, but add vicious, temporarily quiet, Trump-like antiwomen and anti-climate prejudices. These are disintegrative if there is such a word

•

iA is still the main back door to The Club’s backroom dealings (rorting as in the $130 billion
Frydenberg/Kennedy “special dinner” and JobKeeper as well as logistics hubs and HK
Metro Manhattanisations

•

Rejection of my significant papers on Budget reconstruction and integrating medicine and
economic stability as Corona moves through its evolution, with unique involvements for
local governments. The community understands the risks but the dominant political clique
does not as Omicron mutations are accelerating

•

Progressively killing the “best idea for 100 years”, the CBD Traffic Oasis and Transit
Boulevard and the Goanna Transit Bridge with 2 expressnets at its end. NSW Planning
Minister Stokes is lying by progressing the White Bay redevelopment without any transit
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solution, UGNSW having tried to steal the Goanna as the only practical transit option for
the precinct - Stokes’ shame instead of negotiating, the fool
•

NSW and others ignoring solutions to the collapse of metro and connex projects from
incompetent engineering and economics, with massive adverse consequences for coming
generations (see also sydneyimprovementpolitics.com/ethics

•

Re-balancing business support payments, recovery of greed-grabs by Harvey Norman and
deceitful diversions of Job Seeker by QANTAS and other corporates, due to the
incompetent March 2020 legislative packages + need to reform National “Cabinet” into a
proper Council

•

The powerhouse states are seeing their revenue prospects fall away but are not cutting
back on wasteful expenditure, NSW in particular is on a literally lunatic path, iNSW recently
said focus on smaller projects but continued the anti-transit Parramatta stub tram and
ignored “better ideas” and cost-saving “budget repairs”

•

Albo HST replacement is sitting there, unloved but why? The alternative would promote
regional prosperity where CLARA and HST would have harmed them.

•

Lack of economic nous in the media and the alienation of university economists and
political scientists as the data series needed for fast responses to changing circumstances
are corrupted by political opportunists like Frydenberg and Kennedy – the Fourth Estate is
neutered

•

NSW and Feds ignoring total savings of c $140 billion-plus (old dollars) from better ideas in
“Eddington Bedrock: from Christie to Greiner to Gibbons”, as well as “best transit
support” in the world for Nancy Bird Walton Airport

There is a presumption that manufacturing will be an major part of future prosperity. This has
been disproved over many years as Japan, Germany, China and Korea among others developed
massive manufacturing capacities and now India is too. Solar is the main labour angle but the
existing take-up rate has to be considered. The Government does not have a John Button and the
administration needs to “plan” better.
The Newcastle recovery process is discussed on associated pages “Treasurer Chalmer’s
Performance 2019 – on”, “Do we believe words or actions”, “Albanese’s Unfinished Business”,
and “Aussie Democracy dies in darkness”. The suppression of my work led me to produce
something of a waterfall of goodies.
What we had at the end of 2017 is a new “stench” affecting the integrity of State and Federal
Budgets as Albanese gifted $92 million to his Green Metro and Turnbull almost as much to his
wife's putrid distortion of Parramatta CBD’s planning:
•

rejection of iA and iNSW prudential and probity standards, iA reporting continuing
breaches, the cost of “waste” exceeds $30 billion since the eviction of Greiner in 2012

•

a metastasising cancer of repeated mistakes especially Labor’s metros, with no “logic” – no
technology, route, cost or timing options properly considered

•

expungement of massive work by Ron Christie and Nick Greiner as well as Sir Rod
Eddington and others

•

lack of proper population and employment discussions including over an imbalance
between over-pressured and wasteful city Vs under-funding of willing regions.
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•

secret documents, many leaked progressively to The Age

•

hidden benefit/cost numbers – 110 redactions in Bankstown “summary”, ES tram’s a sham,
WestConnex’s a lie

•

poor pre-planning and excessive cost escalations across all projects with WestConnex’s
associated works un-costed and the Metros’ fictional

•

developer and Big Business patrons including the Infrastructure Partnerships Australia,
Property Council, Committee for Sydney and Urban Taskforce

•

cowed parliamentarians who cannot wander from the ideological “pre-set correctness”

•

deceit over the damage to the Bradfield-era heavy rail system – and still no “city plan”

•

community disengagement with 67 high-rises in Campsie alone and heritage damage in
Haberfield, North Parramatta and North Sydney/Sydney CBDs etc

The heads of PM and Treasury were appointed directly by Morrison, presumably on the basis of their
compatibility with him, their records being, in short:
•

Gaetjens was head of Baird’s and Berejiklian’s Treasury when they were wrecking due
diligence and imposing secret levies on Newcastle Port, was then Fed co-gifter to the same
NSW projects which came out of Baird’s and Berejiklian’s manipulations (including City Deal).
Baird attacked him publicly for profligacy. He told the media that he doubted he would have
got the Fed job but for the NSW one, but that poses more questions than it settles

•

Kennedy was Turnbull’s manipulator of Baird’s and Berejiklian’s same themes, and author of
the Turnbulls’ WS City Deal – the greatest blunder in Australian planning history. He was
appointed to DIRD when his predecessor Mike Mrdak said that if you wanted a good idea
killed, send it in PMC’s direction. Kennedy had no qualifications there either. Much is made
of Dr Kennedy’s first career as a nurse, less of his Ph D on health economics, so? Mention
has been made of his roles with Gillard and Rudd, his services to Turnbull, the attack by
Mrdak, his replacement (without qualifications) of Mrdak, and his ineptness under
economist and lawyer Fletcher and failed journalist McCormack – but no journo has joined
the dots, with the Rudd stimulus and Turnbull’s WS City Deal, he is possibly the greatest
blunderer in Canberra, as shown now in Morrison’s stimulus merry-go-round. Journalists
have given him a rails run, the Coalition and Labor love him – why? It has been impossible to
crack the carapace of that tangled mess of municipal, Hong Kong, Berejiklian/Baird and
Turnbull interests. Indeed

•

Both blocked RG’s email at first contact (prejudicial bias) and excluded “budget repair”.
They should be under special accountability rules as un-elected officials should have no
decision-making delegations or undocumented relationships that escape Ministerial diary,
FOI and like reporting responsibilities. That is plainly obvious.

The failures of iA and iNSW to contribute in any way have been mapped on the websites. The
promises of 2007 and 2010 have been smashed. Gaetjens left NSW before this judgement was
delivered:
Jacob Saulwick, “Baird’s public transport bonanza – big on promises, light on business cases” (SMH
5 October 2015) ~
... what will certainly emerge as an issue for the Baird government, is a general tendency to
confuse marketing spiel for analysis. That's not a huge problem if you're producing brochures
for internal consumption; it's more of an issue when you're spending billions on city-shaping
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projects. ... there has been a bizarre and brazen refusal to justify, explain, and open to
scrutiny, public transport projects.
But at the same time, the failure to produce analyses of the many options and alternatives in
building these projects is only becoming more apparent and more jarring.
The Frydenberg/Kennedy performance could not have been more incompetent and malicious: The
Treasurer released his July 23 “decision” on 21 July, the heat was on. It was a crippling failure.
Stimulus should be about healing and rejuvenating, not putting band-aids on self-inflicted bruises.
The former PM could not say “infrastructure is stimulus” if he ignores infrastructure disasters in his
own electorate ,which is a low performer in food and accommodation, arts and recreation. He said
the stimulus is to be “in the following few months” which means NOW if “stimulus” is to be credible.
Existing areas need a kick-up before we can ease up. That includes strong local “safeways” and
genuine stimulus and compensation payments, so they stop jerking businesses around.
Corona means areas will close, re-open and be threatened again: closure is a rare thing usually
associated with bushfire, flood and environmental disaster, but Corona is “invisible” and extremely
dangerous. Moreover, governments are used to treating classes of beneficiaries such as through
tax concessions – where relative merit (neediness) is not material. So “scalable” will be the key
concept; and the Governments have to understand that on/off is likely to be the norm.
Politicians and journalists are reinforcing each others’ misconceptions. There are three main topics
to be debated and one is being suppressed completely - the most critical in NSW. Both of their
majorities are attacking capricious and incompetent behaviours to the extent they can see them;
and both have a naïve optimism about the prospects of a laissez-faire health regime.
Neither are properly understanding the history – what went wrong and why? and what are better
“options” – indeed, there is a perverse determination to not “repair” as the lack of “planning” for
the future is in the hands of the people who made the mistakes and who ensure that their doors
are locked against genuine planners.
Baird was the first Premier in Australia, and Turnbull the first PM in history with Albanese
the first Labor leader, to endorse thievery and fiscal abuse from and off a blameless citizen.
In early April Chalmers’ Twitter account sent a message of support for the Morrison/Frydenberg’s
employment level fraud which apparently was based on numbers which were corrected quickly.
These words are typical of long-term advices from the World Bank as well as OECD and and the UN:
Corruption erodes trust in government and undermines the social contract. This is cause for
concern across the globe, but particularly in contexts of fragility and violence, as corruption fuels
and perpetuates the inequalities and discontent that lead to fragility, violent extremism, and
conflict.
Corruption impedes investment, with consequent effects on growth and jobs. Countries capable of
confronting corruption use their human and financial resources more efficiently, attract more
investment, and grow more rapidly.
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The World Bank Group recognizes that corruption comes in different forms. It might impact service
delivery, such as when an official asks for bribes to perform routine services. Corruption might
unfairly determine the winners of government contracts, with awards favouring friends, relatives, or
business associates of government officials. Or it might come in the form of state capture,
distorting how institutions work and who controls it.
Chalmers is proceeding unabashed by a record of failure in rejecting an integrated package of
integrity, effective innovation and repair of critical failures. He has endorsed the cruelty and
criminality of Baird, Berejiklian, the Turnbulls, Morrison, Frydenberg. Taylor and Kennedy in a manner
that undermines his professional and political credibility.
He refuses to address such explicit warnings as
•

the faulty design of the Sydney metros which made the case for a pause in and from 2018,
with Berejiklian panicking but falsely proceeding. The repressions means a future generation
will incur at least $30 billion to augment and re-configure the erroneous scheme. The PM and
Chalmers explicitly support the extension of the metro network to deleterious effects on the
Nancy Bird Walton Walton airport, the Aerotropolis and freight links between eastern ports
and the three most important eastern economies through am incompetent Inland Rail
project which risks moving back onto the Budget balance sheets as a massive liability;

•

ignoring the only national thinking by an experienced reform implementer on a steady
reduction in bushfire risks through the recruitment and training, equipping and management
of some 8,000 indigenous rangers, and

•

proceeding with a Frydenberg “gifting budget” model instead of a more professional,
balanced and nation-building model, with multiple benefits through health, fire risk,
transport/land use and even Defence systems; relying on a Secretary who failed through the
succession of Frydenberg miscalculations, distorted processes, faulty instruments and
stimulus tools, and poor design of payment streams. His previous roles under Turnbull were
disastrous, the cost of reduced capacity, dreadful transit to the new airport, missed
productivity and congestion/housing imposts, all estimated to exceed $400 billion.

Finally, the whole Labor camp shares the responsibility “to end the shameful tolerance for
corruption” in this context. My loyalty and capacity to contribute are demonstrated and mindlessly
suppressed.
Media commentary has been withheld for a next publication.
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